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ABSTRACT
The immense evolution in Large Language Models (LLMs) has

underscored the importance of massive, heterogeneous, and high-

quality data. A data recipe is a mixture of data of different types

and from different sources for training an LLM, which has been

known as one of the most important factors that decide the LLM’s

performance. Existing open-source tools for LLM data processing

are mostly tailored for preparing specific data recipes. To continu-

ously uncover the potential of LLMs, incorporate (after cleaning)

data from new sources, and improve LLMs’ general-purpose or

domain-specific performance, we build a data processing system,

named Data-Juicer, with which we can efficiently generate di-

verse data recipes, explore different possibilities in forming the data

mixtures, and evaluate their effects on the model performance. Dif-

ferent from traditional data-analytics pipelines, Data-Juicer faces
some unique challenges. Firstly, the possible data sources for form-

ing data recipes are truly heterogeneous and massive with various

qualities (e.g., considering all web-pages on the Internet). Secondly,

it is extremely expensive to precisely evaluate data recipes’ impact

on the LLMs’ performance. Thirdly, sufficient flexibility needs to

be provided to the end users of Data-Juicer, model developers, to

configure and evaluate different data recipes.

Data-Juicer features a fine-grained abstraction of the pipeline

for constructing data recipes, with over 50 built-in operators that

can be freely composed and extended. By incorporating visualiza-

tion and auto-evaluation capabilities, Data-Juicer enables a timely

feedback loop after data processing for both LLM pre-training and

fine-tuning. Further, Data-Juicer is optimized and integrated with

ecosystems for LLM training, evaluation, and distributed comput-

ing. With the help of Data-Juicer, we derive data recipes that

achieve remarkable performance boosts on state-of-the-art LLMs,

demonstrating up to 7.45% increase in averaged score across 16

LLM benchmarks and 17.5% higher win rate in pair-wise GPT-4

evaluations. More importantly, we hope that Data-Juicer pro-

motes broader data-centric research on training and understanding

LLMs. Data-Juicer and our data recipes are released and actively

maintained at https://github.com/alibaba/data-juicer.

1 INTRODUCTION
Large Language Models (LLMs) [9, 18, 69, 70, 90, 92] have achieved

unprecedented intelligence, enabling applications that would other-

wise be infeasible due to unsatisfied performance. As the “food” for

LLMs, data plays a pivotal role in these exciting advancements

[31, 62, 71, 103]. LLMs are built by pre-training on large-scale
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general-purpose corpus and are fine-tuned with specific-purpose

data for alignment or downstream tasks. For pre-training data, a

collection of diverse data, including web texts, dialogues, academic

papers, code bases, and others, help to develop the vast repository

of knowledge and great applicability [9, 57, 75]. Fine-tuning data,

which further refines LLMs and aligns model behavior with human

values [3, 48, 68]. As “garbage in, garbage out” suggests, the input

data for training or tuning an LLM has a direct impact on the quality

of the derived model [35, 44]. Building effective data processing

solutions for LLMs remains a sophisticated yet fully under-explored

task, given the common challenges in processing both pre-training

and fine-tuning data, which pursue good data quality, proper data

diversity, and large data volume.

Unfortunately, there exist only a few open-source projects con-

tributing their LLM training data and the corresponding processing

codes [24, 51], particularly in comparison to numerous open-source

projects on models and training infrastructures [6, 7, 19, 67, 80, 93,

105]. Such limited development of data processing will obstruct the

progress of quantitatively understanding and enhancing LLMs from

the perspective of data, especially accompanied by the following

noteworthy Challenges for LLM data processing.

(C1) High Heterogeneity in LLM’s Data Recipe. LLMs in-

volve several developmental stages and enable diverse usages in-

cluding coding and dialog assistance, and even aiming at Artificial

General Intelligence. As a result, they demand an extensive variety

of data types, formats, and quality in their training data, leading

to highly complex data-processing pipelines. A data recipe for

training or tuning an LLM is such a mixture of processed data from

different types of sources, with their ratios and processing pipelines

properly set [24, 25]. Existing systems, e.g., [24, 80], release certain
processing scripts to generate data recipes for the pre-training pur-

pose, whereas [17, 92] focus on data recipes for improving data

diversity and quality in LLaMA’s [93] fine-tuning stage. However,

due to the lack of abstraction of processing pipelines and compos-

ability of operators (OPs), such as those for data editing, cleaning,

and filtering, it is difficult to incorporate new data sources in data

recipes provided by these systems, or to extend their pipelines for

exploring other possibilities of data recipes.

(C2) Timely Feedback for Data Recipe. The search space of

LLM’s data recipes is huge due to the high degree of heterogeneity

in data sources and numerous ways to mix them (with proper pro-

cessing OPs, combinations, and ratios). We want to explore as many

data recipes in the search space as possible with timely feedback

to uncover the potential of LLMs and improve their performance.

However, as the size of an LLM (number of model parameters) is

usually billions or even larger, it is super expensive, in terms of

both the time and computational resources, to evaluate the impact
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Figure 1: Overview of Data-Juicer.

of a data recipe on the LLM’s performance by training or tuning it

with the recipe [85] and running evaluation benchmarks [59].

(C3) Usability and Customizability. The workflow of training

or tuning LLMs starts from processing raw data. Exacerbated by

the above two challenges, there is an urgent need for a data-centric

infrastructure, so that the model developers can easily re-use or

implement their own OPs and tools for data processing, configure

their processing pipeline, explore various data recipes, and eval-

uate the resulting LLMs’ performance. We need such a system to

accelerate the exploration and understanding of LLMs’ potentials.

(C4) Massive Data Volume. Last but not least, LLMs are trained

on vast corpora, with data volumes stretching to an unprecedented

magnitude of billions or even trillions of tokens (a modeling unit

of text dependent on the used tokenizer [49]). Efficient LLM data

processing of such volume is critical but arduous. However, consid-

erations on system performance optimization are often bypassed

by existing studies, leaving significant room for enhancement in en-

suring the stability of data processing and facilitating the deliveries

of processed data and trained weights for LLMs.

Overview of Data-Juicer. In this paper, we advocate for a one-

stop data processing system that addresses these challenges, en-

abling comprehensive, user-friendly, and efficient data processing

abilities to facilitate data-centric LLM research and development.

The proposed system, named Data-Juicer and illustrated in a

bottom-up view in Figure 1, is strategically designed to generate

data recipes making data more “juicy” and digestible for LLMs.

We decouple the mixture elements of existing solutions for LLM

data processing, such as specific data types, auxiliary models, and

downstream tasks. As highlighted by the green boxes, Data-Juicer
fosters a fine-grained abstraction and implementation of compos-

able modules with over 50 versatile OPs and dedicated tools. We

make Data-Juicer end-to-end configurable to help prepare trace-

able, comparable, and refinable data recipes at various scenarios

of LLM pre-training and fine-tuning, as shown in the yellow and

pink boxes. Coupled with established auto-evaluation capabilities,

Data-Juicer supports a timely feedback loop at multiple devel-

opment stages of data recipes and LLMs, thereby promoting the

production of valuable LLM data.

To meet diverse user backgrounds and needs (marked by the

left three rectangle boxes), we design Data-Juicer as an easy-to-

use, flexible and extensible system. Beginners are shielded from

underlying complexities and benefit from numerous ready-to-use

datasets, data recipes, and pluggable tools, supporting zero-code

LLM data processing. With the help of the flexible configuration

module, experienced users can simply modify built-in data recipes,

reorganize the order of OPs and tools, and tune the value of their

hyper-parameters, to meet their lightweight customization needs.

Thanks to the standardization and modularization, advanced users

are empowered to conveniently extend and register their new OPs

and tools into Data-Juicer, facilitating quick engagement in sec-

ondary development. Furthermore, we offer more than a dozen

interactive tutorials implemented by streamlit [87] to help users

with their LLM data processing journey.

Data-Juicer hinges itself on the Huggingface-datasets library
[55], providing a unified intermediate representation of data and

achieving optimized space-time efficiency and robustness through

various techniques such as contextmanagement, OP fusion, caching,

and checkpoint mechanisms. Furthermore, as the right two circles

show, Data-Juicer seamlessly integrates with ecosystems for LLM

training and evaluation such as Megatron-LM [85] and HELM [59],

and distributed computing ecosystems such as Ray [66] and Beam

[5], thus facilitating comprehensive LLM data processing and en-

hancing large-scale data processing capabilities.



Leveraging the proposed system, we refine several open-sourced

datasets and derive numerous data recipes for both LLM pre-trained

and fine-tuning. These refined datasets are not only higher in qual-

ity but also more digestible by LLMs, leading to effective perfor-

mance improvements of LLMs. Empirical analysis showcases an

improvement of up to 7.45% averaged score across 16 LLM bench-

marks using our refined pre-training data. Even pre-trained on only

43% quantity of compared data, we observe superior performance

over state-of-the-art (SOTA) LLMs such as Falcon [1]. Moreover,

compared with SOTA LLMs fine-tuned on competitive open English

and Chinese data, LLMs fine-tuned on Data-Juicer’s data gain an

average of 10.3% higher win rate of pair-wise GPT-4 evaluation,

while with an average 56.8% fewer data quantity. Finally, we intro-

duce its utility in real-world deployment, and validate its superior

system efficiency and scalability of Data-Juicer, by up to 88.7%

reduction in single-machine processing time and 77.1% savings in

memory usage, and 7.91x distributed processing acceleration.

Contributions. Our contributions are summarized as follows:

• We propose and build a novel system for LLM data processing,

Data-Juicer, which is featured by decoupled modules and over

50 versatile OPs and tools. To easily dive into data quality and

insights, Data-Juicer fosters a timely feedback loop with inter-

active visualizations and auto-evaluation capabilities.

• Demonstrated by extensive empirical evidence, Data-Juicer
produces numerous high-quality data recipes to enhance LLMs

and exhibits superior system performance, powered by dedicated

optimization and integrated distributed computing ecosystems.

• We integrate data-centric methodologies for LLM data processing

and LLM development with user-centric interface designs, with

the aim that Data-Juicer can ease access for diverse users and

democratize LLM data processing.

• To promote further research and development, our system, data

recipes, and tutorials are maintained and released at https://

github.com/alibaba/data-juicer, which we hope can help pave

the way for next-generation production paradigms of LLM data.

Organization. The subsequent sections describe Data-Juicer in

detail. Sec. 2 elaborates on the background and related studies. Sec.

3 outlines our OP pool, as a response to high heterogeneity of

LLM data recipes (C1). Sec. 4 delves into our formulation of timely

feedback loops for data processing and development of LLMs (C2).
Sec. 5 details our repository of data recipes and tools that counteract

usability and customization issues (C3). Sec. 6 expounds on the

employed system optimization to tackle massive data volume (C4).
Sec. 7 focuses on an extensive empirical evaluation for the quality

of data recipes, performance and usability of Data-Juicer. Lastly,
we draw a summary in Sec. 8.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATEDWORKS
2.1 Large Language Model (LLM) Data
Large Language Models (LLMs). Language modeling is a crucial

component for achieving machine intelligence [65, 109]. In the

last few years, this field has witnessed remarkable advancements,

particularly with the emergence of the pre-training and fine-tuning

paradigms, where language models undergo an initial phase of

training with a general-purpose corpus before being fine-tuned

with specific-purpose tasks [27, 72]. This procedure has yielded

exceptional performance across a spectrum of natural language

processing (NLP) tasks [54, 76].

Recently, taking advantage of the highly parallelizable nature of

the self-supervised Transformer architecture, the scales of model

parameters and training corpus for LLMs have significantly been

increased [28, 69]. Meanwhile, LLMs have aroused considerable

interest in the potential of artificial general intelligence [10, 11,

30, 38, 43, 99, 108]. While model-centric studies proliferate, how

to better process LLM data remains an intricate domain yet to be

completely unfurled, whether for pre-training or fine-tuning data.

Pre-training Data. Pre-training serves as the foundation for

LLM intelligence. By being trained on large amounts of high-quality

data, LLMs can acquire elementary language comprehension and

generation capabilities [37]. Aiming to elucidate the link between

data and LLMs intuitively, let us consider a typical pre-training

objective prevalent among mainstream LLMs. Given a token se-

quence [𝑡1, ..., 𝑡𝑖 , ..., 𝑡𝑛], an LLM 𝜃 is trained to maximize the joint

probability of the text as follows:

𝜃0 = argmax

𝜃

𝑛∑︁
𝑖=1

log𝑝 (𝑡𝑖 |𝑡1:𝑖−1;𝜃 ) . (1)

This objective is for auto-regressive language modeling and allows

the pre-trained 𝜃0 to predict the probability of the next token by

adhering to the inherent sequential ordering of the language [94].

Exploiting this unified yet simple modeling goal, researchers col-

lect a large volume and diverse range of corpus data, which usually

contains hundreds of billion tokens or even trillion tokens. After

tokenization and pre-training, LLMs have succeeded in stimulating

a wide range of advanced capabilities. The LLM pre-training data

generally includes various types derived from the web crawlers

[26, 71], dialogues or social media [107], book-length formal texts

[36, 110], rigorous encyclopedias and academic texts [31, 100], struc-

tured coding texts [18, 57], and more texts from financial, medical

and legal domains [58, 91, 104]. A challenge is nonetheless posed

in the careful processing and formulation of pre-training data to

filter noise, redundancy, irrelevance, and potentially toxic [33, 62].

Fine-tuning Data. Numerous studies have underscored that

fine-tuning – the process of refining pre-trained LLMs using a

smaller, task-specific dataset – can further enhance or unlock addi-

tional capabilities of LLMs [40, 53, 97, 98]. Crucially, this process

also paves the way for better aligning the behavior of these ad-

vanced models with human values and preferences [60, 68].

In this phase, though the data volume decreases exponentially

compared to the pre-training phase, the format of fine-tuning data is

quite different [73]. Typically, given a textual dataset {(𝑥1, 𝑠1, 𝑦1), ...,
(𝑥 𝑗 , 𝑠 𝑗 , 𝑦 𝑗 ), ..., (𝑥𝑚, 𝑠𝑚, 𝑦𝑚)}, the goal of fine-tuning is to adjust the

pre-trained LLM 𝜃0 to find 𝜃∗ that maximizes the likelihood of the

task-oriented response 𝑦 𝑗 for the user query 𝑥 𝑗 :

𝜃∗ = argmax

𝜃

𝑚∑︁
𝑗=1

log𝑝 (𝑦 𝑗 |𝑥 𝑗 , 𝑠 𝑗 ;𝜃 ) ; 𝜃 ← 𝜃0 . (2)

Here 𝑠 𝑗 stands for task-specific instructions, such as “summarize the

following text: ”, optionally accompanied by a few demonstrative

samples for in-context learning [9].

The fine-tuning data can be broadly categorized into two types:

Instruct Fine-Tuning (IFT) datasets to enhance the instruction-following

https://github.com/alibaba/data-juicer
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abilities of LLMs and are usually adapted from existing NLP bench-

marks [4, 61]; and Chat Fine-Tuning (CFT) datasets for enhanced
dialog ability and human value alignment [70, 92]. There are pre-

liminary explorations emphasizing the importance of data diversity

over volume for fine-tuning data [20, 95]. Several studies also indi-

cate that data types representing human values can potentially lead

to degraded general performance, a phenomenon known as the

“alignment tax” [70]. However, how to more effectively process the

fine-tuning data to maximize its usefulness and minimize potential

risks remains an open area for further investigation.

The Symbiotic Nature of Pre-training and Fine-tuning Data.
It is worth pointing out the analogous properties shared between

these two types of data, which motivate our synergetic approach

when bearing quality, diversity, and volume considerations in mind.

Specifically, the quality aspect of the text has been studied exten-

sively in existing literature [62]. Efforts have been made to enhance

aspects such as text structure, the soundness of arguments, con-

textual richness, writing correctness, comprehensiveness, levels

of anonymization, and harmlessness. The widespread implemen-

tation of cleaning, deduplication, and anonymization processes in

pre-training data typifies the aforementioned pursuit. For exam-

ple, researchers may opt to iterate over additional epochs with

Wikipedia-style data in LLM training [93]. Similarly, fine-tuning

data processing also employs filtering, deduplication, and detoxifi-

cation strategies, aiming to enhance the user experience and the

degree of aid offered by LLMs [17, 33].

Diversity is another shared property studied at length in both

types of data. Mixing various types of data and finding suitable mix-

ture weights to achieve appropriate diversity has been a primary

concern in works for pre-training data processing [103]. Analo-

gously, efforts for fine-tuning data aim to increase multi-view di-

versity such as tuning tasks and expression styles, which further

underscores this shared property [70, 77, 92].

In addition, the pursuit of quality and diversity tends to trade

off with data volume, which is also reflected in these two types of

data. Researchers have incessantly strived to empower LLMs with

massive amounts of data, hoping to encapsulate as much human

knowledge as possible. For instance, there has been an influx in pre-

training data volumes to terabyte levels [69, 71], and fine-tuning

data volumes have grown from mere thousands to millions [4, 96].

However, the counter effects of these initiatives are also brought

into these large volumes of data, including heightened noise, poten-

tial inferior quality, and increased bias, which necessitate additional

data processing efforts and surging LLM training overheads.

2.2 Existing LLM Data Processing Solutions
LLM data processing is an early area that is still working towards

common standards, and we aim to embody a pioneering system

for the community. With a commitment to open-source ethos,

Data-Juicer caters to the increasing demand for versatile, flexible,

user-friendly and efficient data processing solutions, details of which
will be described later. This contrasts the well-known LLMs that

were largely closed-source in data or data processing, such as the

GPT derivatives [9, 18, 69, 84], LLaMA derivatives [16, 19, 89, 92, 93],

and others [1, 15, 79, 102, 107]. While some progress has been made

in the open-source LLM data processing landscape [4, 24, 51, 86],

they have not fully delivered the abstraction and breadth of func-

tionalities that Data-Juicer aims to bring to the forefront of the

field.

Examining this from the perspective of the target datasets, ex-

isting works typically fixate on specific data sources and use cases
for LLMs, spanning alignment of specialized English sub-datasets

for LLaMA pre-training [93], assembly of multi-lingual corpora for

pre-training [51], or crowdsourcing for fine-tuning prompt data [4].

However, they lack the systematic and modular processing abilities

required to proficiently manage heterogeneous data, which is an

area Data-Juicer strives to push its boundaries. These limitations

become especially apparent when handling new data types, engag-

ing in language transfer, or implementing particular data cleaning

and transformations for LLM applications.

Moreover, existing works suffer from sub-optimal usability and
ability to explore data insight. Most of these works only offer the

processed data along with purpose-built processing codes specific

to those data, lacking in ease-of-use considerations and support of

assistive tool-kits. This hinders their adaptability to diverse users

and alternative usages. Users might face a daunting task when

substituting data processing goals or conducting analyses due to

a dearth of complementary data-analytical capabilities. The re-

development of data processing tools and analytical methodologies,

specifically tailored for LLMs, remains largely uncharted territory.

Furthermore, the focus of current works gravitates towards func-

tionality rather than system performance, leaving large room for

enhancement in efficiency, space management and scalability. Note-

worthy shortcomings include reliance on single-machine Python

scripts, inappropriate handling of large-scale data, and poor pro-

cessing speeds due to the utilization of Python’s plain dict object.

We will provide further empirical comparisons in terms of both

the quality of the generated data recipes (Sec. 7.1) and the perfor-

mance of the data processing system (Sec. 7.2).

3 STANDARDIZED OPERATOR POOL
In addressing the heterogeneity of data recipes for LLMs (Chal-

lenge 1 in Sec. 1), we devise a set of standardized operator (OP)

pool. As outlined in Table 1, the OPs are organized into four primary

categories: Formatters, Mappers, Filters, and Deduplicators, which
incorporate diverse categories, functions, inputs, processing levels,

outputs, and application scenarios. Core principles of decoupling

and composability guide their structuring, resulting in a varied

yet standard set of procedures that contribute to flexibility and

user interaction at multiple processing levels. This strategic im-

plementation enhances reusability and reduces complexity, aiding

streamlined and decoupled data recipe construction.

3.1 Unified Data Representation
We first introduce Formatter OPs designed to unify diverse data

sources into an intermediate data representation. Specifically, we

choose to build Data-Juicer upon Huggingface-datasets [55] due
to its compatibility with mainstream LLM datasets and its column-

oriented storage ability backed by Apache Arrow [2]. Our Format-

ters maintain data objects that are instantiated from several unified

base classes that simplify the process design for follow-up OPs and

facilitate data accessing efficiency. We support numerous text input



Table 1: Overview of the operator (OP) pool in Data-Juicer, with a detailed list continuously maintained at the official
documentation: https://github.com/alibaba/data-juicer/blob/main/docs/Operators.md.

Category Function Input Process Level Output OP Usage Examples

Formatters Data format

unifying

Dataset Dataset Dataset Load and unify dataset-hub, txt, json, md, codes,

html, pdf, docx, ...

Mappers In-place text

editing

Sample Single-sample;

Multi-samples

Sample;

Samples

Transform specified headers, textual elements; Fix

messy codes; Enable text enhancement

Filters Conditional

text removing

Sample Single-sample;

Dataset

Boolean Filter by meta-info, stats (e.g., lines count); model

scores; external resources (e.g., flagged words)

Dedup-

licators

Duplication

removing

Single or

Paired Dataset

Dataset Dataset Compare with hash-based and vector-based

deduplication methods

formats - txt, JSON, parquet, html, md, pdf, code files such as .py

and .cpp, amongst others - and homogenize them into a structured

format composed of certain columns with nested access support,
which are conceptually organized by three primary parts “text”,

“meta”, and “stats”. These parts respectively hold the raw textual

data, metadata information (e.g., date and version), and statistical

data that can be generated and consumed by Data-Juicer’s other
OPs and tools. This interface works at either the text sample or
dataset level, and is independent of underlying in-memory or disk

data layout, alleviating the potential worry over heterogeneous

data formats by OP developers.

3.2 Versatile Data Processing
Next, we elaborate on the functionality of theOP pool in Data-Juicer,
which is pivotal to the comprehensive data processing tailored for

LLMs. Besides the Formatters, which play an essential role in uni-

fying data formats and ensuring a consistent and efficient data flow

throughout the processing pipeline, we now give more details about

the other three types of data-transformation OPs in Table 1.

Mappers facilitate crucial functionalities of in-place text edit-

ing, necessary for single-sample or multi-sample processing across

various needs of LLM data processing, such as modifying texts

for pre-training and enhancing text diversity for fine-tuning. They

effectively handle processing tasks like the removal of specific file

headers, messy code rectification, and text enhancements.

Filters come into play by conditionally filtering texts via individual-

sample metrics, dataset-level statistics, or external resources like

stop-word lists. In doing so, they can eliminate unnecessary text

samples, contributing to data focus, cleanliness, and the cost reduc-

tion of follow-up LLM training processes significantly.

Deduplicators reduce potential storage waste and improve effi-

ciency. As indicated by several studies [13, 47, 52], duplicate samples

adversely affect both the pre-training stability and the performance

of LLMs. Besides, Deduplicators help prevent unintentional data

leakage during training into evaluation benchmarks, particularly

for zero-shot or few-shot tasks [39]. To ensure accurate detection

and removal of duplication, we provide efficient and robust methods

including hash-based and vector-based comparisons [8, 14, 81].

It is noteworthy that the outputs of Filter OPs are Booleans,

which helps to decouple the implementations of actual data process-

ing and computation for various statistics. This dedicated segrega-

tion results in two key advantages. Firstly, it enables our dedicated

analyzer-related tools (detailed in Sec. 5.2) to utilize these computed

statistics for the entire dataset, rather than a filtered subset. Users

are also allowed to generate fingerprints for specific partial sam-

ples. Secondly, this decoupling enhances compatibility between

Huggingface-datasets and Data-Juicer, thereby enabling the effi-

cient reuse of the Dataset.map and Dataset.filter interfaces to

perform these sub-processes in a streamlined manner. As a result,

users can effortlessly extend their own custom OPs that only vary

from existing OPs in specific partial processing behaviors. In Ap-

pendix A.1, we offer an illustrative code example of this decoupling

in Listing 1.

3.3 Composability
Data-Juicer’s OPs serve as a testament to our system’s versatility.

They enable users to effortlessly process a variety of data types

in a composable and modular manner, showcasing Data-Juicer’s
dedication to user adaptability and high-quality data production

for LLMs. Besides the functions, inputs, outputs and processing levels
summarized in Table 1, this composability is embedded in more

facets, including the fields to be processed, OP hyper-parameters, and
recommended use cases of each OP.

Each OP in Data-Juicer is designed to serve a distinct function
and can be commanded by users to process different text fields. For

example, OP A could process the sample field “text.abstract”, while

OP B could focus on “text.main_body”. By default, each OP process

on “text” field, which can be freely specified to other “meta” or

“stats” related data fields according to users’ needs. This adaptability

allows for immense flexibility by simultaneously using OPs with

different fields, enabling users to easily manipulate specific text

snippets such as removing GitHub codes based on their star counts.

Moreover, these OPs establish a one-size-fits-all solution that

encompasses a multitude of configurable parameters such as the

number of tokens, filtering thresholds, auxiliary models, and much

more. This adjustability of a single OP, amalgamated with the com-

posability of OP pipelines, empowers Data-Juicer to manage a

spectrum of input, output, and processing granularity, contributing

to its powerful processing abilities.



For usage combinations, OPs are labeled with typical usage sce-

narios. We maintain OP tags as general usage, LaTeX source files,

programming codes, financial data processing, or language-specific

processing such as English and Chinese, and so on. These labels

facilitate easy navigation and operation, underscoring our aim to

blend simplicity with power in Data-Juicer’s architecture.

4 FEEDBACK-DRIVEN DATA PROCESSING
Addressing Challenge 2 outlined in Sec. 1, we incorporate a dynamic

feedback loop into the data processing pipeline, which allows users

to process and understand data effectively via built-in visualization

and automated tracking abilities. As demonstrated in Figure 2, our

system (Data-Juicer) enables timely perception and swift iterative

refinement of data recipes (indicated by the left and upward arrows)

within a holistic feedback loop of LLM data processing and LLM

training (indicated by the right arrows).

Auto-EvaluationHPO for recipe (+ Checkpoints & Cache)

One-stop Development: Data-in-the-LLMdev-Loop

Interactive VisualizationInteractive Visualization

Data Recipe 
[built-in, custom]

Data Probe
[analyser, visulizer]

Data 
Processing

Data Quality
Assement

LLMs Training/ 
Tuning

Figure 2: The feedback loop of Data-Juicer.

We will discuss the modeling of the data processing feedback in

a hyper-parameter optimization (HPO) perspective (Sec. 4.1), and

go through the utility of the interactive visualization (Sec. 4.2), and

the integration of ecosystems for LLM training and evaluations

(Sec. 4.3). The synergy of these techniques offers an efficient and

effective solution to debug and dive into LLM data processing.

4.1 HPO for Data Processing
In Data-Juicer, we incorporate the concept of hyper-parameter

optimization (HPO) into the data processing procedure. This is done

by tying data-processing-specific hyper-parameters to a variety of

feedback signals, including custom target metrics and visualization

results. We enhance our system’s functionality by innovatively

speeding up the data processing iteration through Checkpoint and

Caching mechanisms, and by integrating an automated HPO tool.

4.1.1 Acceleration with Checkpoint and Caching. LLM data

processing often necessitates frequent re-conduction due to the al-
terations in OP hyper-parameters and potential conduction failures,

such as exceeding available memory, disk or pre-defined time limits,

especially for massive datasets. Accordingly, we provide built-in

checkpoint and caching management to foster resilient and reliable

data processing. Based on a carefully organized directory structure,

Data-Juicer automatically monitors every running process for

configuration changes, and creates new files to safely store data and

processing states only when any error or exception occurs. While

the checkpoint preserves the whole dataset and processing state

enabling complete recovery of the processing site, the cache solely

saves the dataset object for each OP and is more suited for smaller-

scale adjustments as it reduces the overhead of pre-order caches.

These techniques allow for a swift recovery during system restarts

or failures, reverting to the most optimal recent processing state

stored in the checkpoints, thus mitigating processing redundancy

and increasing the feedback frequencies.

Additionally, the proposed state-saving mechanism enables a

flexible space-time trade-off at different feedback stages. Users have

the option to save states after each OP in the data processing flow,

ensuring minimal re-execution time at the cost of maximum storage

overhead. Conversely, they could choose to only save the last OP’s

checkpoint and cache, incurring minimal storage overhead but

increased re-execution time, especially when needing to revert to

early steps in the process.

To facilitate a good space-time trade-off, we further perform

space complexity analysis for individual OPs, which aids in pre-

dicting peak space occupancy and guides us in determining how

many checkpoints and caches to store based on available space.

By default, Data-Juicer actively monitors disk space usage at the

start of data processing, and automatically determines if, and when,

checkpoints and cache should be deployed. User-specified saving

frequencies and rules are also supported. Consequently, strategic

checkpoint and cache management reinforce both the resilience

and efficiency of the feedback loop for LLM data processing. The

detailed space usage analysis can be found in Appendix A.2.

4.1.2 Auto-HPO. We incorporate an automated HPO tool
1
into

Data-Juicer to streamline the finding of good data processing

hyper-parameters. To reduce search costs of different data recipes,

we support leveraging advanced HPO algorithms such as Bayesian

optimization [82], progressive early-stop strategies, such as the Hy-

perband algorithm [56], and built-in LLM-oriented sampling strate-

gies (detailed later in Sec. 5.2). Specifically, given a pre-defined tar-

get metric and search space of data recipes, users can conveniently

explore the impact of specific data processing hyper-parameters.

Here, we give an illustrative example as follows:

Example of Data Mixing with HPO:
Suppose we aim to find a good set of sampling weights for 𝑀

datasets to be mixed, where our search space is defined as 𝑤𝑖 ∈
[0, 1], 𝑖 ∈ [1, 𝑀]. The pipeline can be structured as follows:

(1) We specify the target text fields across all𝑀 datasets, and unify

their meta-tags and name of text fields via Formatter OPs.

(2) We leverage meta-tag Filters to cater to specific usage scenarios.

Here we only include samples with the language tag “EN”.

(3) A datasetsD𝑚𝑖𝑥 is generated from the𝑀 datasets, with mixture

weights [𝑤𝑖 ] drawn by the HPO scheduler to maximize the

target metric in step (5).

(4) A pre-configured data processing including de-duplication OPs

is executed on the mixed dataset, ensuring dataset cleanness.

(5) The target metric is calculated on D𝑚𝑖𝑥 as (𝑛/𝑁 + 𝑠), where 𝑁
is the total number of tokens of all 𝑀 datasets, 𝑛 and 𝑠 is the

number of tokens and average quality score ofD𝑚𝑖𝑥 using built-

in GPT-3 quality classifier (detailed in Sec. 5.2) respectively.

The mixture dataset D𝑚𝑖𝑥 is iteratively refined by carrying out it-

erations steps (3)∼(5) to get a larger quantity and better quality. □

The HPO results offer a powerful means of visualizing and under-

standing data insights as shown in Figure 3, where the importance,

1
W&B Sweeps, https://docs.wandb.ai/guides/sweeps

https://docs.wandb.ai/guides/sweeps
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Figure 4: The illustration of interactive visualization of
Data-Juicer. More demos are publicly available.

correlation and interaction of𝑤𝑖 for the quality score are estimated

and plotted. Besides the quality score demonstrated in this exam-

ple, the target metric can be customized to include other trade-off

terms composed of intrinsic data measures – such as toxicity, help-

fulness, or other scores predicted by auxiliary models – or even

performance measures of LLMs, such as training loss or benchmark

scores (which we will discuss later in Sec. 4.3).

4.2 Interactive Visualization
The ability of interactive visualization is integral to multiple feed-

back stages of Data-Juicer. Specifically, as Figure 4.(a) demon-

strates, users can visually track the effects of individual OPs in terms

of the processed data samples. This is facilitated by an innovative

built-in tool, tracer, which records sample changes after apply-

ing each operation for Data-Juicer. For example, tracer presents

discarded samples for Filters, pre- and post-editing differences for

Mappers, and (near-) duplicate sample pairs for Deduplicators. Cou-

pling this tracking ability with fruitful built-in sampling and visu-

alization tools, Data-Juicer enhances users’ control over the data

processing and boosts their confidence and rationals of the process.

Transitioning to the mid-term stage of LLM data processing,

Data-Juicer offers a comparative visualization of the data before

and after the entire processing from the view of OP pipeline and sta-

tistical analysis, as Figures 4.(b) and 4.(c) show. Aided by a built-in

tool, analyzer, Data-Juicer provides statistical analysis (counts,
means, standard deviations, min/max, quantiles, entropy, etc.) to

allow a deep understanding of the data. By default, the summary

of per-sample statistics covers 13 dimensions and automatically

displays histograms and box plots for each statistical variable, in-

cluding diverse criteria like sample perplexity, word count, flagged

word percentage, and paragraph length, among others. Users also

have the flexibility to adjust the dimensions to observe, with a

bespoke visualization and data processing experience.

4.3 Feedback with Integrated LLM Libraries
In the later stages of our pipeline, we utilize robust ecosystems

designed for LLM training and evaluation, ensuring seamless in-

tegration with widely-used libraries such as Megatron-LM [85],

DeepSpeed [78], and HuggingFace’s Transformers [101]. With this

integration, users can easily train LLMs on datasets produced by

Data-Juicer and evaluate their performance to obtain feedback

using our pre-built tools and scripts, without getting bogged down

in complicated LLM training and evaluation details.

Notably, our system facilitates the timely assessment of model

abilities by incorporating multiple dimensions. The system’s capa-

bility to swiftly identify potentially ineffective data and training

allows us to terminate unwanted LLM data processing promptly.

Instead of solely relying on model loss as the basis for evaluating

model performance, we support the LLM assessment across various

metrics or benchmarks, and track shifts in target scores. Conse-

quently, we can determine whether continued training of an LLM

on the produced dataset is justified, thereby helping us minimize

data processing and LLM training costs.

Specifically, Data-Juicer’s evaluator supports SOTALLMbench-

marks such as HELM [59], LM-harness [32] and GPT-API-based

evaluation [19], as well as the extension of customized evaluation

benchmarks and tasks. For a balanced and straightforward evalua-

tion, Data-Juicer supports a leaderboard-style comparison by con-

solidating results from different target evaluation scenarios, such

as ranking averaging, score-normalized averaging, or other cus-

tomized strategies. The leaderboard-style scoring utility enhances

the visualization of strengths and weaknesses of models, guiding

subsequent iterations of data recipes and LLMs’ refinements. We

also make available Reference Models - these are model checkpoints

binding with traceable training data in Data-Juicer, popular LLM
architectures, training parameters, computation costs, and corre-

sponding evaluation results. They facilitate effortless comparison

among different training configurations, particularly for further

research on diverse, iteratively developed data recipes.

4.4 Feedback Loop Showcase
The general feedback loop has been discussed before in Figure 2. We

now further expound on this by presenting a concrete development

example. Here, we intertwine several previously mentioned tools to

demonstrate the Data-in-the-LLMdev-Loop process, which results

in improved LLM data. As illustrated in Figure 5, we begin with a

raw dataset and aim to refine it for better pre-training or fine-tuning

of an LLM. The entire process flows as per the following steps:

(1) Analyze the original dataset. We can opt to utilize an

existing data recipe (a specific configuration file) or craft a new

one based on prior understandings of data processing needs. Our

built-in Analyzer and Visualizer facilitate this process by computing
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Figure 5: The demonstration of data processing feedback of Data-Juicer, which helps to generate better data recipes for LLMs.

more than a dozen measures such as linguistic diversity, textual

statistics, and others to generate a data probe. The two pie plots

within Figure 5 indicate the top 20 most common root verbs (inner

circle) and their top 4 direct noun objects (outer circle) for the data

in field “text.instructions”.
(2) Refine parameters of the original recipe. Based on the

data probe, users figure out the weaknesses of the original dataset,

such as low diversity in expression manners, and long-tail statistics

of word counts. Then we refine the parameters in the recipe by

adding/removing some OPs or tightening/relaxing filter ranges.

During refining, we could find out the effect of each OP easily

based on the interactive visualization tool mentioned in Sec. 4.2.

(3) Process the original dataset with the refined recipe.
Then we process the original dataset with the refined recipe using

Data-Juicer and get a refined dataset and several saved check-

points for further adjustments. This step can be facilitated with the

help of our cache and checkpoint mechanisms.

(4) Analyze the refined dataset. Like step (1), we analyze the

refined dataset again to obtain a new data probe. Based on the statis-

tics and visualization results, we assess the degree of improvement

in the data quality. If the refined data fails to meet our expectations,

we revert to step 2 to manually adjust the data recipe or employ

our HPO tool for automatic refinement (refer Sec. 4.1).

(5) Get LLMs with the refined dataset. Then we can train or

fine-tune LLMs with the refined dataset and training frameworks

integrated into Data-Juicer (Sec. 4.3). During the training or fine-

tuning process, our auto-evaluation tools offer timely, multi-view

assessments of LLMs. These tools inspect numerous metrics across

multiple evaluation datasets. This feature provides us the advantage

of halting the process prematurely if the refined data weakens LLM

performance, thereby preventing unnecessary costs.

(6) Collate results and compare with reference models.
Finally, Data-Juicer automatically collates the evaluation results

and compares them with reference models in the data leaderboard,

providing a clear representation of the effects of data processing

alone. Consequently, we derive either a superior LLM, which can be

auto-registered as a referencemodel, or additional refining guidance

from the LLM perspective to further enhance data recipes.

5 BOOSTING USABILITY WITH BUILT-INS
In response to the challenge of varied user customized preferences

and technical expertise (Challenge 3 in Sec. 1), we offer an easy-

to-use configuration paradigm for data recipes, ready-to-use data

recipe templates, and extensive tools, as detailed below.

5.1 Configuring Your Data Recipe
Notably, we make the end-to-end pipeline of data processing con-

figurable in Data-Juicer, including specified processing environ-

ment parameters, OP lists, tools used, and so on. This principle of

all-in-one configuration ensures reproducibility and traceability,

and simplifies changing specifications in data processing, thereby

facilitating the formation of data recipes for further refinement

and reuse, and enabling the quantitative exploration and automatic

optimization of data processing (Sec. 4.1).

Specifically, built upon Jsonargparse [46], we provide unified,

flexible, easy-to-use and powerful configuration capabilities. It is

engineered to automatically register configuration items for OPs

and tools, and accept varying sources of configurations such as com-

mand line entries, yaml and jsonnet files, environment variables,

default hard-coded values, and a mixture of those for convenient

incremental modifications.

For example, users can easily build up their own config files by

two recommended methodologies—“subtraction” or “addition”. The

“subtraction” approach utilizes a pre-set configuration file contain-

ing all available OPs, tools, and their default parameters. Users
can simply remove or re-order these OPs and adjust these parame-

ters per their requirements. Conversely, the “addition” approach

lets users build their configuration files from scratch, leveraging our

extensive examples of pre-built data processing recipes for totally



more than 20 high-quality and diverse data recipes for pre-
training, fine-tuning, English, Chinese, etc. More quantitative

analysis on certain recipes are in our experiments (Sec. 7.1).

5.2 Dedicated Pluggable Tools
To further enhance usability, facilitate system customization and

augment users’ data handling capabilities, Data-Juicer includes
an extensible collection of powerful dedicated tools that can be con-

veniently plugged into different stages of the LLM data processing.

Quality Classifier. As an illustrative example, we describe our

text quality classifier for culling high-quality text from heteroge-

neous data sources like CommonCrawl. This tool is a reproduced

model based on the closed-source GPT-3 quality scorer [9]. More-

over, we have expanded its applicability to Chinese text and various

code types. Encapsulated as a callable pipeline, this tool provides

users with the freedom to adapt it to other various scenarios.

The functionality of the classifier is backed by PySpark’s standard

Tokenizer or Sentencepiece model [50], along with HashingTF as

the feature extractor. It then applies a binary logistic regression

classifier to gauge the quality of a text. We provide more empirical

verification of them in Sec. 7.2.3.

Enhanced Sampler for LLM data. In Data-Juicer, we have
designed several advanced data sampling utilities specialized for

large-scale data chunk handling in LLMs. Our solutions effectively

streamline representative extraction, optimize processing time and

resources, and meet the distinctive needs of LLM developers.

Our stratified sampling technique is noteworthy in this LLM

data context. It capitalizes on information within the metadata

or statistical fields, thus accommodating varied selection metrics

in crafting an effective data sample. To ensure a comprehensive

yet flexible representation of the data corpus, we consider various

heterogeneous criteria such as document length, token count, the

frequency of boolean predicates for post-conditional checks, and

even linguistic diversity formulated via occurrences of verb-noun

pair (as shown in the pie plots in Figure 2) . These dynamic criteria

are tailored to distinct analytic needs and promote efficient data

processing, seamlessly integrating with downstream OPs and tools.

Full Toolkit. As for other tools, readers can refer to Sec. 4 for

an examination of multiple previously discussed tools, including

tracer and analyzer (Sec. 4.2), and evaluator and reference mod-
els (Sec. 4.3). We diligently maintain and evolve the toolkit in

Data-Juicer, and make the full set publicly accessible.

5.3 User-Friendly Experiences in Data-Juicer
Data-Juicer is designed not just for functionality but also for

adaptability, catering to an extensive user base with diverse exper-

tise and skill sets. While abstracting the intricate system internals,

we provide user-friendly interfaces and extensive customizable

components. Accordingly, users can embark on zero-code data pro-

cessing, engage in low-code customization, or delve into in-depth

extensions for complex requirements.

• Zero-Code Processing: For novice users, Data-Juicer sup-

plies a series of ready-to-use data recipes and plug-in tools for

immediate use. This requires no knowledge of advanced system

architectures or OPs, as discussed in Sec. 5.1 and Sec. 5.2.

• Low-Code Customization: Intermediate users can enjoy the

flexibility to alter configurations, data, and external resources to

suit their specific needs. They can readily reuse, combine, and

edit built-in data configurations; customize quality classifiers

and tokenizers; refine data based on our pre-developed recipes;

or provide fresh links to auxiliary models or vocabularies from

our unified, routinely updated public cloud drive.

• Advanced Extension: Experienced users are allowed to easily

introduce new OPs by deriving from base classes and implement-

ing their specific “process()” and “compute_stats()” functions,

as demonstrated in the code Listing 1. This grants the users

an end-to-end view of the process for a single sample, while

Data-Juicer handles the nitty-gritty of configuration registra-

tion and efficiency optimization.

Additionally, Data-Juicer’s decoupled design facilitates the

smooth incorporation of new tools for users at all stages of LLM

data processing, ranging from novel visualization dimensions and

evaluation datasets to pre- or post-processing scripts.

To enhance the ease of adoption and use of Data-Juicer, apart
from the numerous pre-built data recipes (refer Sec. 5), we also

provide a series of interactive demos, implemented in Streamlit,

for varied profiles and scenarios. This hands-on learning approach

has been designed to enable users of varying skill levels to quickly

familiarize themselves with and effectively use Data-Juicer.

6 COMPREHENSIVE SYSTEM OPTIMIZATION
To handle large-scale data (Challenge 4 in Sec. 1), we employ a

series of optimizations in Data-Juicer from various aspects.

Optimized Computation: Context management, Operator
(OP) Fusion and Reordering. To elevate computational efficiency

in LLM data processing, we provide advanced context management,

operator fusion, and operator reordering techniques for nuanced

implementation contributions. The manager meticulously handles

shared intermediate variables, such as segmented words, split lines,

and others derived from the original textual corpus, across different

operators. It allows seamless reuse of these context variables across

multiple operators, thereby mitigating the necessity for computa-

tionally expensive re-evaluations.

Based on the context manager, the proposed operator fusion

method is another new contribution to the field. We propose to

identify fusible operators that either share the same contexts or

computation sub-procedures. It detects the OP groups first. Succes-

sive OPs in the same group should be commutative with each other.

It then amalgamates identified fusible operators in each group into

a single fused OP, enabling them to be executed faster with a larger

localized perspective. The contexts of each sample will be cleaned

up after each fused OP, hence little extra memory is required for

context management and operator fusion.

Due to the time-consuming increase of single fused OP, we fur-

ther design a strategy of operator reordering to optimize the execu-

tion sequence of the OP list after fusion. For example, based on the

commutativity of Filters, we delay the running of time-consuming

OPs (such as fused Filters) and prioritize other less time-consuming

OPs. As a result, these time-consuming OPs only need to handle

fewer samples because the preceding operators have filtered out

some of them, enhancing overall computational efficiency.
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Figure 6: The OP fusion procedure for an OP list.

The whole procedure of OP fusion is summarized in Figure 6.

These amalgamation strategies serve dual purposes. Firstly, it mini-

mizes redundant computation, eliminating the need for repetitive

yet shared computations. Secondly, it mitigates the overhead of

initializing multiple processes by reducing the total count of pro-

cessing OPs, thus maintaining expeditious data processing routines.

Optimized Space Utilization: CachingOPs andCompression.
Recognizing the inadequacies of the original cache management

protocol in the Huggingface-datasets library, especially pertaining

to the handling of non-serializable third-party models and functions

in certain OPs, we design a dedicated hashing method to bypass the

serialization procedures of those non-serializable objects, which

ensures successful caching of each OP and permits Data-Juicer
to leverage optimal cache management.

Furthermore, we incorporated the ability for users to activate ad-

vanced compression technologies, such as Zstandard (zstd) [23] and

LZ4 [64], in Data-Juicer. It will automatically compress cache files

after each OP and decompress these compressed files back to nor-

mal cache files when rerunning this OP in the same configuration.

Compared with the processing time, compressing/decompressing

time is relatively negligible due to the high efficiency of the com-

pression technologies mentioned above. This feature substantially

reduces the volume of cache data storage, facilitating the processing

of larger datasets without compromising speed or stability.

Optimized Scalability: Distributed Data Processing. The vol-
ume of LLM training data can be extremely large, making it difficult

to be processed with a single machine. Data-Juicer meshes with

distributed processing frameworks such as Ray [66], Apache Beam
[5] and Apache Flink [12], and offers the ability to seamlessly trans-

late a data processing pipeline running on a single node into a

multi-node cluster. In this way, resources in cluster computing can

be utilized to accelerate data processing and generation.

Specifically, we adapt the underlying interfaces of HuggingFace-
datasets for those of Ray-datasets, such that all OPs of Data-Juicer,
even when written as single-machine Python functions, can be

executed in a distributed mode with the help of automatic data

partitioning by Ray. An alternative approach we support is to

replace the default Ray runner of Data-Juicer with other dis-

tributed processing back-ends such as Flink, via pre-translations
from Data-Juicer’s processing pipelines into theBeam-compatible

ones. As a result, almost all the OPs within Data-Juicer (Mapper,

Filter, and Deduplicator) can be accelerated in a multi-node clus-

ter, and effectively alleviate the bottlenecks on a single node (even

with process-based parallelism) caused by memory capacity and IO

throughput. More empirical results can be found in Sec. 7.2.4.

In a nutshell, all of these optimizations enhance Data-Juicer’s
scalability from various views, to handle the vast amount of data

involved in LLMs, ensuring robust and efficient processing while

minimizing resource requirements.

7 EVALUATION OF DATA-JUICER

7.1 Making Better Data Recipes
The value of an effective LLM data processing system is reflected

not only in its comprehensive and flexible operability but also

in its capacity to produce high-quality data that LLMs can more

readily “digest”. Data-Juicer provides specialized features for ex-

ploring and making data recipes tailored to LLMs, and we have

developed numerous ready-to-use data recipes using Data-Juicer.
In this section, we evaluate the quality of data recipes generated by

Data-Juicer for both LLM pre-training and fine-tuning.

7.1.1 Refined Pre-trainingData Recipes. The pre-training data
we produced consists solely of publicly available sources, exem-

plifying the core principles of transparency and reproducibility.

Specifically, we choose to improve two widely-used, high-quality

datasets for LLMs, TogetherAI’s RedPajama [24] and EleutherAI’s

Pile [31], which were curated from 15 highly diverse text sources

and subjected to meticulous pre-processing and cleaning to ensure

their quality. With the help of Data-Juicer, we further refine them
via data analysis, merging and quality enhancement, employing

dozens of OPs with varied configurations. For detailed statistics,

processing steps and refined data recipes, please refer to Appendix

B.2.

To verify the quality of the data recipes derived by Data-Juicer,
we use the original RedPajam and Pile, and our refined datasets to

pre-train LLMs with mainstream LLaMA architecture and assess

the models’ performance across 16 core HELM tasks. We keep the

training configurations the same while only modifying the training

data. Detailed hyper-parameters are in Appendix B.3.1. The results

of average scores of 16 tasks are visualized in Figure 7, where we

evaluated checkpoints throughout the pre-training process with

an increasing number of billion-sized tokens at 50B, 100B, and

150B. Notably, through fair comparisons with equivalent training

tokens, LLMs pre-trained on Data-Juicer-recipes consistently out-
performed those using only RedPajama or its union with the Pile,

reinforcing the usefulness and effectiveness of Data-Juicer.
Moreover, we compare Data-Juicer-models with several SOTA

baselines and summarize the results in Table 2. With only half the

data volume (150B tokens), LLaMA-1.3B pre-trained on Data-Juicer-
recipe outperformed Pythia-1.4B [6] (300B tokens), and even beats

highly competitive Falcon-1.3B [71] trained on 350B tokens. No-

tably, we further labeled 17 subsets fromAlpaca-CoT (a collection of

39 public fine-tuning datasets) with the “Instruct Fine-Tuning (IFT)”

tag and performed data mixing and processing using Data-Juicer.
Following the usual practice [105], we incorporate these large-

volume IFT data into the pre-training phase and execute continuous
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Figure 7: Evaluation results of reference models trained
with different datasets but the same pre-training procedures.
Data-Juicer’s data recipe gains consistent improvements
over baselines.

training upon the checkpoint of Data-Juicer (RedPajama+Pile)-

150B. As reflected in the last two rows of Table 2, Data-Juicer
gains a further 4.9% relative improvement over the original Alpaca-

CoT-IFT while utilizing only ∼30% data volume.

Table 2: The average score of the pre-trained LLMs on the 16
HELM core tasks. Individual task results and data recipes are
detailed in Appendix B.4. “IFT” denotes the datasets tagged
with “Instruct Fine-Tuning” in our context.

Model Training Data #Tokens Score

Falcon-1.3B [41] RefinedWeb 350B 33.97

Pythia-1.4B [29] Pile 300B 33.96

LLaMA-1.3B

Data-Juicer
(RedPajama+Pile) 150B 34.21

+ Alpaca-CoT-IFT 150B + 15B 35.04

+ Our Refined IFT 150B + 4.7B 36.76

Taken together, these findings underscore the potential of the

Data-Juicer system to generate high-quality data and verify the

excellence of Data-Juicer-recipes in terms of enhancing LLM

performance while reducing LLM training costs.

7.1.2 Refined Fine-tuning Data Recipes. For the Alpaca-CoT
collection, besides the “IFT” tag as validated in Table 2, we also

labeled datasets within it with “Chat Fine-Tuning (CFT)” for en-

hanced dialog ability and aligned human value. To examine their

quality, we first use the CFT and EN tags to filter out several com-

petitive subsets, and then generate two new equal-size datasets by

random sampling and our designed recipe respectively. Then we

conduct fine-tuning on the generated datasets based on the open-

source mainstream architecture, English LLaMA-7B [34]. Similarly,

we replace the tag “EN” with “ZH”, and use a SOTA LLaMA-2-7B

variant [42] for the Chinese scenario. Statistics of these datasets

and training hyper-parameters are in Appendix B.3.2.

For a thorough and comparative performance evaluation, we

used GPT-4 API for pairwise scoring and tallying of wins and ties.

Table 3: Results of pair-wise model comparisons using GPT4
scoring. “CFT”, “EN” and “ZH” indicate meta-tags as Chat
Fine-Tuning, English, and Chinese text respectively.

Model Tuning Data #Samples Win Tie

LLaMA-7B

[34]

Alpaca 52k 16

100

Data-Juicer 40k 44

Random (CFT, EN) 40k 19

105

Data-Juicer 40k 36

LLaMA2-7B

(Chinese,

FlagAlpha

[42])

Belle 543k 28

99

Data-Juicer 52k 33

Random (CFT, ZH) 52k 19

96

Data-Juicer 52k 45

The results are consolidated in Table 3, from which we can see

that LLMs utilizing Data-Juicer-recipes consistently demonstrate

high validity. Firstly, compared to LLMs trained on the competitive

fine-tuning open datasets, Alpaca [92] and Belle [45], LLMs trained

on Data-Juicer data gain higher win rates (up to 17.5% for English

case) while using less data (up to 90.4% reduction for Chinese case).

Secondly, compared to the LLMs trained on the datasets with trivial

processing strategy (mixture by random sampling), LLMs trained

on Data-Juicer still gain higher win rates (up to 14.4% ), which

attests to the effectiveness of our enhanced sampling strategy and

quality of Data-Juicer-recipes for LLMs again.

7.2 Processing Data Efficiently and Effectively
7.2.1 End-to-End System Performance. To evaluate the pro-

cessing performance of Data-Juicer, we compare it with two

SOTA baselines: TogetherAI’s RedPajama [24] and AllenAI’s Dolma

[86]. A more detailed introduction to and comparison with these

baselines can be found in Appendix B.3.4. For a fair comparison,

here we use their official code repositories and run Data-Juicer
on the data recipes with the same OPs to process the Books, arXiv,

and C4 datasets, which vary in terms of data sizes, distributions

and involve diverse processing OPs.

We conduct multiple rounds of experiments on different numbers

of processes (np=[32, 64, 128]) and monitor several core metrics, in-

cluding processing time and average memory usage. The monitored

time is the wall-clock time of the whole processing pipeline. The

average memory usage is monitored every second and aggregated

across all relevant processes. For more experimental details, please

refer to Appendix B.3.3.

The experimental results are summarized in Figure 8. Notably,

for all datasets and various numbers of processes, Data-Juicer
requires an average of 50.6% less processing time and 55.1% less

memory. In particular, it saves at most 88.7% processing time for

the arXiv dataset compared with the baseline. Also, it takes up

to only 22.9% memory of baseline for Data-Juicer to process the

Books dataset, which is mainly because the processing procedure of

the baseline loads the whole dataset at once. Overall, Data-Juicer



Figure 8: Comparison of stand-alone performance in various
data sizes and processing configurations.

effectively alleviates the bottleneck caused by IO of cache files, and

achieves better end-to-end time-space efficiency than baselines.

7.2.2 Effect of Context Management, OP Fusion, and Re-
ordering. As introduced in Sec. 6, Data-Juicer employs dedi-

cated optimization to minimize redundant computations and save

processing time. To examine the optimization effect, we prepared

three test datasets of varied sizes and sample counts. Each dataset

goes through the same processing recipe which includes 14 OPs (5

Mappers, 8 Filters, and 1 Deduplicator), with 5 of these OPs being

fuse-able. We conduct comparison experiments with 4 processes,

except for the largest dataset, where we utilize 50 processes to

assess if these techniques remain effective on larger scales.

17MB- p=4 169MB- p=4 21GB- p=4 21GB- p=50
Different dataset sizes and number of processes
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Figure 9: Time comparison before and after OP fusion.

The results are shown in Figure 9, where both the normalized and

actual time consumption for each experimental setup are indicated.

The results signify that our optimization strategy effectively saves

up to 24.91% of the total time for the entire process and saves at

most 42.04% of time for those fusible OPs. In addition, the findings

showcase that the optimization performs efficiently regardless of

variations in dataset sizes or the number of processes utilized.

7.2.3 Effect ofQuality Classifiers. As described in Section 5.2,

Data-Juicer provides built-in quality classifiers for LLM data pro-

cessing, and here we present several empirical results regarding

their performance. Specifically, we follow the training procedure of

the proprietary quality classifier used in GPT-3 [9] and extend its

training pipeline to include Chinese text. In the evaluation of the

collected data, we found that our reimplementation of the GPT-3

classifier and its Chinese adaptation achieved F1 scores of 97.47%

and 98.64%, respectively. Further training and evaluation details

are provided in the Appendix B.1.

Table 4: Comparison of keeping ratio on CommonCrawl.

Quality
Classifier

Keeping Ratio
@ label

Keeping Ratio
@ Pareto

Original GPT-3 - 1.30%

Our GPT-3 3.22% 1.41%

Chinese 1.81% -

Furthermore, we assess the filtering effectiveness of these clas-

sifiers by comparing their keeping ratios on CommonCrawl. The

results are summarized in Table 4, where we employ two data keep-

ing methods used in GPT-3: (1) label:𝑑𝑜𝑐𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 > 0.5; and (2) Pareto
[9]: 𝑑𝑜𝑐𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 > 1− np.random.pareto(𝛼), 𝛼 = 9. The keeping ratios

of our re-implemented GPT-3 quality classifiers are generally in line

with the original one, and our Chinese extended version maintains

a keeping ratio comparable to that of the English version.

7.2.4 System Scalability. To verify the enhanced scalability of

our system (as detailed in Sec. 6), we carry out a series of exper-

iments to measure data processing times across multiple servers.

Specifically, we adopt the StackExchange and arXiv datasets from

RedPajama. The total size of the StackExchange and arXiv datasets

are 65GB and 140GB in jsonl format, respectively. We compare

the performance of Data-Juicer on Ray, Data-Juicer on Beam

(using the Flink backend), and original Data-Juicer in these tests.

More details about the implementation and experimental platforms

are in Appendix B.3.5.
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Figure 10: Processing time with varying number of nodes.
Data-Juicer accelerates processing in distributed mode.

The experiment results are illustrated in Figure 10. Notably,

thanks to various optimizations, our original system outperforms

both Ray and Beam in the single server scenario. Moreover, as the

number of nodes increases, the processing time of our system on

Ray decreases proportionally (up to 87.4% and 84.6% time reduc-

tion on StackExchange and arXiv respectively), demonstrating its

effective scalability across multiple servers.



Nonetheless, the processing time of Data-Juicer on Beam re-

mains almost unchanged as the number of nodes increases. Upon

further investigation of the processing workflow, we found that

the limited scalability of Data-Juicer on Beam is primarily con-

strained by the data loading component of Beam, which leads to a

dominant file loading time ratio and requires substantial develop-

ment changes for adaptation and further performance optimization.

7.3 Empowering Real-world Products
Data-Juicer has been adopted by several real-world LLM-based

products, playing a crucial role in data understanding and pro-

cessing. It evolves continually through the integration of feedback

from real-world demands. A notable testament to its utility is its

contribution to the development of several industrial LLMs from

Alibaba Cloud’s Tongyi suite [21], such as Dianjin, which is used for

financial analysis; Zhiwen, a reading assistance tool; and Xingchen,

which specializes in AI character customization. Moreover, the data

processing capabilities of Data-Juicer have been incorporated

into Alibaba Cloud’s Platform for AI (PAI) [22] to support more

real-world applications.

Our system’s fine-grained OP abstraction, coupled with the ex-

tensive tools for LLM data-processing, empowers users to easily

explore and refine data recipes tailored to the distinct textual at-

tributes of diverse use cases. For example, within the financial sector,

it is crucial to accommodate data that includes numerous digits

and standardized terminology. In the realm of reading assistance,

the focus shifts to data characterized by extended text lengths and

coherent structures. Conversely, character customization demands

data rich in dialogue and varied enough to support personalized

services. Data-Juicer adeptly meets these varied demands by fa-

cilitating the combination of distinct OPs, hyper-parameters, and

tools that adapt to the unique need of each real-world application.

8 CONCLUSIONS
To conclude, the introduction of Data-Juicer reflects a new step

forward in the field of data-centric LLM development. By offering

a user-friendly, versatile, and efficient solution, Data-Juicer effec-

tively addresses the existing limitations of open-source tools for

LLM data processing, which lean towards data reproducibility at the

expense of adaptability and usability. The decoupling of tradition-

ally linked components fosters greater abstraction and modularity,

and the organic arrangement of over 50 built-in operators, dedi-

cated tools, and abundant data recipes serves diverse needs for LLM

pre-training and fine-tuning. Beyond supporting auto-evaluation,

Data-Juicer is carefully optimized and seamlessly integrated with

both ecosystems for LLM training and evaluation, as well as dis-

tributed computing. Empirical validation bears witness to substan-

tial improvements in LLMs’ performance using Data-Juicer’s data
recipes, and shows advances in system efficiency and scalability. As

such, Data-Juicer stands as a compelling addition to the toolkit

for LLM data processing, which we hope can shed light on broader

research for the field of data-centric LLM development.
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APPENDIX OF DATA-JUICER: A ONE-STOP DATA
PROCESSING SYSTEM FOR LARGE LANGUAGE
MODELS
A ADDITIONAL DETAILS OF DATA-JUICER

A.1 Base Classes of OPs in Data-Juicer
We illustrate the core base classes of operators (OPs) in Data-Juicer
at listing 1.

A.2 Theoretical Analysis of Space Usage for
Caches and Checkpoints

Caches are generated after some of the functions of Dataset, such
as map, filter. Generally, caches can be categorized into cache data

and indices. The total size of a set of indices is very small so we

can ignore these parts when conducting the space usage analysis.

On the contrary, the size of the cache data is nearly the same as

the input dataset. Here we assume that the sizes of cache data and

checkpoints are all the same as the input dataset’s size. And there

must be one cache data file for the original dataset after it’s loaded.

Assume that there are𝑀 Mappers, 𝐹 Filters, and𝐷 Deduplicators

in the processing configuration, and the size of the original dataset

is 𝑆 , the detailed analysis for cache mode and checkpoint mode is

shown below.

Space Usage of Cache Mode. Caches are generated after each

OP. Mappers, Filters, and Deduplicators only generate one set of

cache data. Besides, the first Filter would generate an extra set of

cache data because a new column for storing statistics will be added

to the dataset. Therefore the total disk space usage of caches is:

𝑆𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒 [𝑐𝑎𝑐ℎ𝑒_𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒 ] = (1 +𝑀 + 𝐹 + I(𝐹 > 0) + 𝐷) × 𝑆,
where I(·) is the indicator function, which returns 1 when · is true,
otherwise returns 0.

Space Usage of Checkpoint Mode. Checkpoints are only gen-

erated when any exception or error occurs. However, caches are

still stored after disabling the cache mode due to the features of

Dataset. We clean up older caches after each OP. The detailed

cleanup pipeline is: 1). OP𝑖 finished, 2). caches for OP𝑖 generated,

3). caches for OP𝑖−1 cleaned up. Thus there exists at most two sets

of caches at the same time theoretically in step 2. Considering the

caches of the original dataset, the peak disk space usage of caches

in checkpoint mode is:

𝑆𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒 [𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑐𝑘𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡_𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒 ] = 3 × 𝑆.

B ADDITIONAL NUMERICAL RESULTS

Table 5: Evaluation results of three types of quality classifiers.

Quality
Classifier

Precision Recall F1

GPT-3 96.82% 98.14% 97.47%

Chinese 98.00% 99.30% 98.64%

Code 71.23% 54.21% 61.56%

1 class Formatter:
2 ...
3 def load_dataset(self, *args) -> Dataset:
4 ...
5 ...
6

7 class Mapper:
8 ...
9 def process(self, sample: Dict) -> Dict:
10 ...
11 ...
12

13 class Filter:
14 ...
15 def compute_stats(self, sample: Dict) -> Dict:
16 ...
17

18 def process(self, sample: Dict) -> bool:
19 ...
20 ...
21

22 class Deduplicator:
23 ...
24 def compute_hash(self, sample: Dict) -> Dict:
25 ...
26

27 def process(self, dataset: Dataset) -> Dataset:
28 ...
29 ...

Listing 1: The illustration of OP base classes in Data-Juicer.

B.1 Quality Classifier
Firstly, we will show how we can reproduce the GPT-3 and achieve

comparable performance.

We follow the training procedure of quality classifier in GPT-

3 [9] that used a logistic regression classifier with features from

standard tokenizer and HashingTF of PySpark. Based on this, we

expand this training pipeline to Chinese text and various code types.

The training details are listed in Table 6, where the keeping method

includes:

• label: 𝑑𝑜𝑐_𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 > 0.5

• pareto [9]: 𝑑𝑜𝑐_𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 > 1 − 𝑛𝑝.𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑚.𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑜 (𝛼), 𝛼 = 9

We split these datasets into training and evaluation splits with

a split ratio of 4:1. Then these classifiers trained on the training

split are evaluated on the evaluation split. Experimental results are

shown in Table 5. As we can see, reproduced GPT-3 and its Chinese

version perform well except for the Code version. We speculate

that the positive and negative splitting method for Code quality

classifier now might not be a good choice, and we leave this issue

to future research.

Besides, we compare keeping ratios when using these classifiers

to re-sample CommonCrawl between the original GPT-3 quality

classifier and our reproduced classifiers, which is shown in Table 4.

The keeping ratio of the original GPT-3 quality classifier is estimated

by the data size before and after filtering described in GPT-3 paper

[9]. We can see that the keeping ratios of our reproduced GPT-3

quality classifiers are basically aligned with the original one.

B.2 Data Recipes
For pre-training data, we acquired a vast amount of raw textual

corpora primarily following the procedural guidelines of RedPa-

jama [24] and the Pile [31]. The common subsets were merged and



Table 6: Training configuration of 3 types of quality classifiers.

Quality
Classifier Tokenizer Keep

Method Positive Datasets Negative Datasets

GPT-3

Standard

Tokenizer

pareto

Wikipedia-en & books1 &

OpenWebText2

CommonCrawl

Chinese Sentencepiece label Wikipeida-zh & Wudao Samples in Chinese from CommonCrawl

Code Sentencepiece label

Samples with max_stars_count>=1372

from TheStack

Random Samples from the rest of

TheStack

subjected to Data-Juicer refinements. The resultant data recipe is

presented in Table 7, which covers 15 prominent components. We

use the SentencePiece [50] tokenizer as implemented in GPT-NeoX-

20B [7] to prepare text and report the counted number of tokens.

The sampling proportion is the normalization of token numbers,

except for Books and Wikipedia, which undergo 2 and 2.5 epochs

respectively, to enhance the weighting of high-quality corpora.

Table 7: Statistics of Data-Juicer’s pre-training data.

Component #Tokens Sampling prop.

CommonCrawl 360,925,581,674 44.91%

C4 181,951,688,729 22.64%

GitHub 65,076,921,292 8.10%

Books 26,389,944,579 6.57%

Wikipedia 17,615,935,449 5.48%

arXiv 29,093,082,586 3.62%

PubMed Central 25,589,708,647 3.18%

StackExchange 19,793,629,900 2.46%

FreeLaw 13,057,506,102 1.62%

PubMed Abstracts 5,208,343,613 0.65%

USPTO 4,021,281,155 0.50%

EuroParl 780,962,770 0.10%

HackerNews 485,584,871 0.06%

PhilPapers 478,040,431 0.06%

HIH ExPorter 436,414,852 0.05%

For fine-tuning data, we merge and refine tens of Alpaca-CoT

datasets. Each dataset can be categorized into English, Chinese

and Multilingual by language; into instruct fine-tuning, and chat

fine-tuning including sinlge-round dialog, multi-round dialog and

preference by usage; multi-task and task-specific by task type; and

human-generated, self-instruct, and mixed collection of datasets by

the generation method. The detailed numbers of datasets for each

category are presented in Table 8.

More information about these datasets can be found on the

Data-Juicer recipes page
2
of our repository.

2
https://github.com/alibaba/data-juicer/blob/main/configs/data_juicer_recipes

Table 8: Statistics of Data-Juicer fine-tuning data used in our
experiments. ∗These tags are newly added by Data-Juicer
compared to the original tag sets of Alpaca-CoT [74].“CFT”
indicates Chat Fine-Tuning.

Category Sub-Category #Datasets

Language

English 28

Chinese 14

Multilingual 3

Usage
∗

Instruct Fine-Tuning (IFT) 17

CFT: Single-Round Dialog 23

CFT: Multi-Round Dialog 2

CFT: Preference 5

Task Type

Multi-Task 27

Task-Specific 13

Generation Method

Human-Generated 3

Self-Instruct 12

Mixted 5

Collection of Datasets 19

B.3 Experiments Details
B.3.1 Models and Training For Pre-training Data. We adhere

to the official paper [93] and leverage open-source implementation

[34] to build standard LLaMA models. Basically, it is to apply RM-

SNorm [106], the SwiGLU activation [83], and rotary positional

embedding [88] on the decoder-only transformer architecture. The

LLaMA-1.3B model is composed of 24 transformer layers, each with

16 self-attention heads and 2048 bottleneck units.

LLMs are pre-trained using the AdamW optimizer [63] with

hyper-parameters 𝛽1 = 0.9 and 𝛽2 = 0.95. For LLaMA-1.3B, the

initial learning rate gradually increases to 2e-5 using 1% warm-up

steps and finally decays to 10% through a cosine schedule. The

weight decay is set to 0.1 and the gradient ℓ2-norm is clipped to 1.0.

B.3.2 Models andTraining of Fine-TuningData. In fine-tuning,
we choose LLaMA-7B as our basic model and fine-tuned it for 3

epochs. We follow the hyper-parameter settings in Alpaca [92].

Specifically, the optimizer is AdamW with a learning rate of 2e-5,

https://github.com/alibaba/data-juicer/blob/main/configs/data_juicer_recipes


global batch size of 256, and weight decay of 0. The learning rate

schedules in a cosine style with 3% initial warm-up steps.

Regarding the data recipes in Table 3, for (CFT, EN) case, we
consider 5 competitive subsets (Alpaca, GPTeacher, FastChat, Gua-

naco, and CodeAlpaca) from Alpaca-CoT as candidate datasets; for

(CFT, ZH) case, we use (AlpacaGPT4, Belle, Instinwild) as candi-
date datasets. Generally speaking, we bucket from these candidate

datasets according to more than a dozen built-in analytical dimen-

sions, sampling a fixed amount of data from each dimension to

increase the diversity of the processed data as appropriately as

possible. More detailed hyper-parameters of data processing can

be found in our released data recipes.

Both the pre-trained and fine-tuned reference models are re-

leased in our homepage.

B.3.3 System Performance Experiments. The experiments of

end-to-end processing mentioned in section 7.2.1 are all conducted

on the same machine with 128 cores of Intel(R) Xeon(R) Platinum

8369B models and about 990GB memory. Before starting these

experiments, the original datasets, third-party models, and other as-

sets will be prepared in advance for both baselines and Data-Juicer,
and the intermediate cache files will be cleaned after every com-

plete process for Data-Juicer. After processing, we use the same

number of processes for processing the dataset to export the result

dataset to the local SSD.

As for the resource monitoring tool, it’s implemented based on

the psutil
3
library. It samples the memory for all related processes

every second during the processing pipeline. Then we compute the

average memory usage by summing the memory usage over all

processes and dividing by the number of processes used in each

experiment. Finally, we aggregate all data and compute the average

memory usage over time.

B.3.4 End-to-end System Baselines. We mainly compared the

end-to-end system performance between our Data-Juicer and

two state-of-the-art baselines in the above experiments w.r.t system

performance: RedPajama [24] and Dolma [86]. Besides the empirical

comparsiton in Sec.7.2.1, here we make more detailed introduction

and comparison about them.

RedPajama. 4 The RedPajama project, developed by Together
AI, initially aims to reproduce the LLaMA training dataset [93]

and open-source the entire code for data collection and processing,

making it a significant and popular contribution to the LLM com-

munity. This is the primary reason for selecting it as our baseline.

RedPajama provides a reproduced version of all seven subsets of

the LLaMA training dataset, including arXiv, Books, C4, Common-

Crawl, GitHub Code, Stack Exchange, and Wikipedia.

While RedPajama has made valuable contributions, our work

explores different aspects and offers complementary features. For

instance: (1) RedPajama’s design is closely tied to specific datasets,

which present challenges for adapting its data processing pipelines

to other datasets. (2) Its focus on reproducing the LLaMA datasets

lead to trade-offs in efficiency, which is not the primary concern of

the RedPajama project. (3) The current data processing component

in RedPajama lacks systematization and customization. Adding new

3
https://github.com/giampaolo/psutil

4
We compared RedPajama in our experiments with its github commit ID as:

45b37c2a1d1e495b0f48549ef3ce03ff029f7881.

data processing methods to the existing pipelines would require

understanding and modifying a significant portion of the code. As

a result, most users typically opt to utilize the RedPajama Dataset

directly rather than attempting to customize or improve its data

processing pipelines.

Dolma. 5 The Dolma project, originating from Allen AI, com-

prises two components: the Dolma Dataset and the Dolma Toolkit.

It is also a newly established data processing initiative. We selected

the Dolma Toolkit as a baseline because its objective of generating

pre-training data for language modeling aligns with one of our

target data types (we focus on both pre-training and fine-tuning

data). The toolkit offers numerous “Taggers” that enable attribute

tagging (analogous to ’stats’ in Data-Juicer) for each document

sample. These tags are then used to filter out samples with undesir-

able attributes. Users have the flexibility to create custom taggers

tailored to their specific needs.

However, we encountered several limitations when using Dolma

for dataset processing. Firstly, Dolma’s workflow involves multi-

ple stages—tagging, deduplication, mixing, and various configura-

tions—lacking support for an end-to-end data processing pipeline.

Secondly, to leverage high-performance parallel processing, users

are required to partition the input dataset into multiple shards in

advance, incurring additional overhead. Thirdly, Dolma imposes

certain requirements on input datasets, such as mandatory fields

and a specific directory structure, necessitating further preprocess-

ing before use. Moreover, it restricts input formats to JSONL or its

gzipped variant. These constraints diminish the toolkit’s flexibility,

thereby increasing the cost of use and rendering the Dolma Toolkit

relatively less user-friendly.

B.3.5 Scalability. Our experiments are performed on a platform

comprising 16 servers, each equippedwith a 64-core Intel(R) Xeon(R)

Platinum CPU (mix of 8269CY and 8163 models) and 512 GB of

memory. The network bandwidth shared among these servers is 20

Gbps. We utilize NAS storage to house both the raw data and the

processed results. For the scalability experiments, we consider the

two baselines as follows:

• Data-Juicer on Ray: We implement a Ray [66] executor for

Data-Juicer, which only adaptes the underlying interfaces of

the HuggingFace-datasets with Ray-datasets, while all OPs of

Data-Juicer remain unchanged. This implies that users’ code

based on our native Python version can be seamlessly migrated

from a single-machine version to distributed computing environ-

ments.

• Data-Juicer on Beam: This method is based on Apache Beam

with the Apache Flink Runner. When compared to the Ray ver-

sion, the Beam version requires additional code development to

meet the demands of the Beam data processing pipeline. This in-

cludes the adaptations of several OPs and the replacement of the

Formatter/Exporter with counterparts in Beam.

B.4 Per-Task Evaluation
For a thorough and consolidated assessment, we have summarized

the individual scores of evaluated LLMs on the 16 core HELM

assessment tasks in Table 9.

5
We compared Dolma in our experiments with its github commit ID as:

5a010a2685914b1db7744426abfb4b9ece52da95.

https://github.com/giampaolo/psutil


Table 9: Evaluation results on 16 core tasks of HELM benchmark.

Task Falcon-1.3B Pythia-1.4B LLaMA-1.3B
(Data-Juicer)

LLaMA-1.3B
(Data-Juicer IFT)

MMLU 24.7 26.0 25.9 27.0

BoolQ 63.0 56.0 49.0 56.0

NarrativeQA 32.1 31.5 38.2 49.9

NaturalQuestions (closed-book) 10.7 10.5 10.1 11.2

NaturalQuestions (open-book) 50.0 49.8 45.9 54.3

QuAC 24.3 26.5 26.0 21.7

HellaSwag 67.0 57.0 56.0 52.0

OpenbookQA 44.0 34.0 40.0 43.0

TruthfulQA 19.0 21.0 33.0 33.0

MS MARCO (regular) 16.8 12.9 11.2 12.1

MS MARCO (TREC) 33.5 27.4 26.9 28.1

IMDB 55.0 84.0 80.0 84.0

XSUM 5.7 6.5 5.2 5.3

CNN/DailyMail 4.0 8.4 7.8 11.1

CivilComments 49.4 49.7 50.1 50.0

RAFT 44.3 42.3 42.1 49.3
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